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УДК 530.145 + 539.12

А. В.КОТИКОВ

Новый метод вычисления массивных фейнмановских диаграмм
Дан новый метод вычисления массивных фейнмановских
диаграмм,основанный на правиле интегрирования по частям, которое
распространено на массивный случай•Результат применения этого
правила есть дифференциальное по массе уравнение для исходной
диаграммыi правая часть которой содержит только более
простые диаграммы. Применяя настоящую процедуру нужное количество
раз, можно получить в правой части диаграммы, содержащие только
петли. Последние могут быть рассчитаны либо с помоцью метода
фейнмановских параметров, либо с помощью настоящей процедуры,
уменьшая последовательно число петель. Мы демонстрируем
возможности метода на различных по сложности диаграммах и делаем
попытки других возможностей вычисления массивных
диаграмм.

A.V.Kotikov

New Method of Maeeive Feynman Diagrams Calculation

I present a new method of maeeive Feynman integral:-
 r
-fllcMi2at.ion

which ie based on the rule of integration by part^. ТЫ.; rulf in

expanded to the massive case. The reeult of the apvlioation of

the rule of integration by parts is th»> different].--il oquition with

respect to the паев for the initial diagram. Th"i ri^ht. d.-ind aide

of the equation contains simpler diagrams . W« c m obtain r. imple

right hand side (i.e., containing only loops, not. any obnins)

applying thie procedure consecutively . Tbeno U«o|»c con Ьъ

calculated either by the Btandard Feynmnn p.-iram«tor procedure- or Lpy

procedure under consideration that dc-crear.os thn numhor of loopu

etep by step. We demonstrate the сарллМ tl»>a of thin m*tii<><l for

the different complicated diagramn and mok'- r>n at1.̂ m;i1. to ,iri.Tlyi;r

other possibilities of the maecivo Fcynm-чп riiagramn ralvutai. i>>n
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1. Introduction.

Recently the interest to heavy particles (e.g. quarks of high

flavour."., heavy intermediate bosons, susi-partners of real

partiсlot? ) in the various processes was greatly increased by

арропг.щ.^: of new accelerators and new physics phenonena (eee, for

example, [1J). Strictly speaking, the neglection of particles

maesfis cin't be evaluated as enough confidential. However,the vast

majority of the effective methods (see [2,3]) of analytical

calculation of Feynroan diagrams is proposed in the maseless case.

Surely, one can use the big masses expansions for the heavy

part.ii.-loi- (eee, for example, review [8] and references of it), and

it'? coefficients can be calculated by massless diagrams methods

(вес [8,9]). However, in the many processes the region of the вове

energetical variable is very wide, so in the one part of the

region the particle mass can't be neglected and in the other part

it's impossible to expand in inverse maesee. Moreover, the

structure of mass dependence in quantum field theory is

interesting, but it is extremely complicated.

In this paper we analyse the known possibilities of the naseive

Feynman diagrams calculation (FDC).and them present the new

method, which is based on the differential equations with respect

to the mase (DEM) and demonstrate it's capacities on two-loop

diagrams that contain different combinations of the maeslese and

massive ( with the same masses ) propagators.

In sect.2 we consider the method of uniqueness [5-7]: the

powerful method of the massless FDC. This method is the prototype

of the DEM method presented in this paper.

In sect.3 we briefly analyse well-known methods of the massive

FDC.

In sect.4 we introduce the new method of the massive FDC is

based on the rule of integration by parts and on the solution of

the DEM.

In sect.!) we demonstrate method capacities on the different

complicated FDC.

Sect.6 contains some conclusions.
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2. Basic Rules Of Method Of Uniqueness.

Method of uniqueness - the effective method for the multiloop

propagator-type massleas FDC, has been invented and developed in

the papers [5-7]. It contains neither integration of elementary

and special functions nor expansion in or summation of infinite

series of any kind, but only manipulations with diagrams.The pouer

of this method was demonstrated by the five-loop calculations in

**-model [10,7] and c-model [11]. The flexibility (the

modification possibility) Has demonstrated in the papers [12,13]

where this method is applied to the calculation of the diagram

depending on two momenta when the one of them is on -shell. As *

result a -correction to the longitudinal structure function <"-f

deep -inelastic lepton-hadron scattering «ae obtained (see f 14 j > .

Throughout the paper we use the following notation. The use of

dimensional regularization is assumed. All the calculations are

performed in coordinate space of dimension D ~A-2c. Гк-сяН thft+

contrary to the momentum space we integrate here over a 13 internal

vertices rather than over the loops. The any iriassless diagrams is

converse from p-spcice to x-space applying either th<- Fourier

transform

Г dp" е
ьр
* _

 п
*>/г

 2
ь-ги а{и) _ Г_( P/i_-±±

J {
P

2
)
v
 ' <л")

в
'*"' ' ~

 Г ( м |

Г ie the Euler Г-function, or the transition to the cliuil <1ia*;ramo.

The last case is preferable because it do not contain tr.insit. itm

coefficient and do not change the lino jTifiicoo. The iluul dl'igrnn

is obtained from the initial one by the rubstitution p~— x with

the Fftynman rulee of correspondence in tho .v-cpaco. pfir f,ho m.jf./ii-

ve diagram не use only the (second variant hecaufsr.- the Fourier tr-i

neform of the marjnive propagator ic the Boccel »;pr:f:i<i! I'unc.i.i.-m.

The dotted lirie of 5i diagram corror;pon<J to tho ITOI'-'JR.I tor wh L^h

io a (ilmple power

a j e c;»llo<1 l n d « x o f a l i n e . I n d " X < an.i I i.r, 1 ; - .,. i
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Let us consider the rules of the FDC ( more detail analysis see

in the paper [7] )

Rule 1. Contribution of a simple loop is an ordinary product

... .
v__ £_ / (1)

Rule 2. Chains are integrated due to the graphical identity

or analytically (2)
Г ^JL

a

[ ]

= M
« ,c ) ,

r
2 ^ 1

r
.
 4

Z . 2 . 2 . 1 2

[A- ] l(x-y) ] (y )

where

Rule 3. For a vertex the following recurrent relation ie

valid

•-.[ л " -.
;
Х ]

(3)

Рлу attention to the fact, that the vertical line of the vertex

if> distinguished and two other lines are similar. The vertical

line ie called "distinguished line".

The rule 3 can be obtained by means of multiplication of the

Rubin- tegral magnitude by the number V - -\— (x-yy and using of

tho rtjlat.ionship J" d x div ( ) = 0 for tho regularized Foynman

There .'ire alao additional rules (see [5]) nre connected with the

conform;»], mapping of inversion of tho inaeslese theory, however for

t.lio future we do not use it, because this property can be violated
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in the massive case.

On the example of the classical diagram ( see also [7] )

<^ ! >
it at ** *- *"t»tt

which can't, be reduced to the composition of loops and chains we

demonstrate the efficiently of the rules (l)-(3).

Applying eq.(3) to the lowsr vertex with the distinguished

line, we get

/ ! \( Г;-4~(л+/>)*•) = (1 + ai-) [/ \- v ! V] + ( я <-» b)

According to the rules (l)and (2), the term in the square

brackets has the form

= A(\,\) \ A(2 + ae, l + Ы )-A(2

3. Maesive FDC by the method of Feyriman parameters

and the method of "projectors".

In the massive спае there were no simple rules of the loops and

chains calculations, because the result of chain calculation ie

not the propagator vith the some index. It has a more complicated

form.

Let's define a solid line as a line of a diagram corresponding

to the propagator, which have a simple form

" and m are called the index and mass of this line,

respectively.Hereafter (except specially mentioned cases), all

solid lines contain the same mass m. Index of a line is equal to 1

and masses do not marked.
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Notice that we work in coordinate space with dual diagrams ( 1.

e. with the substitution p --» x in the corresponding Feynman

integral ) , hence the юоз го is the- same one for the ordinary

diagram in the momentum space and the correspond dual diagram in

the coordinate space, tecauee Feynman integral is the same for

both diagrams. How?vor, the mass m has formally the inverse

dimension in the dual diagram.

In this section we consider both methods of the massive FDC on

the example of the chain and tadpole diagrams

which have one massive line only.

Notice that this tadpole diagram is not equal to commonly used

term namely, to the tadpole diagram in the momentum space.

A. Method of Feynnian parameters.

1. A chain.

Using the Feynman transform ( see, for example, [15] ) of a

chain to the one-parametrical integral, we easy get

' B{ <*
t
, o.

z
) .

 x
F
i
(D/2-o

z
,c

i
+ct

z
-D/2;D/2;t) , (4)

where
 2
f

1
(a,b,c;t) is Kumer hypergeometric function (see [16] ),

) Г(а +а -D/2)

F o r

h a s

t=

a =

t h e

2 2

2 — m

form

a n d

c, = 1 + Л2<с t h e r i g h t h a n d s i d e ( r . h . s . ) o f e q . ( 4 )

П1-'-) I (a +a+l)*

(^«•Vi.)*



(5)

Hence, with an accuracy of 0( •£ ) , a loop integration is equal

to some eet of propagators and loops. In the more high orders on *r

in r.h.a. of eq (5) appears also infinite Burns of loops with some

coefficients.

2.A tadpole diagram.

Using also the Feynroan transform of a tadpole loop, we have

s

Now we can use the solution (4) for the chain of r.h.s. of

eq.(6). For ai=l + aj« ; аг
=1 + а

2
^ ; °-

ь
-

а

ъ

£ wf-

So as we get the possibility to integrate the chains ( see eq

(4)) and tadpole ( see eq.(6)). We can also calculate some other

Feynroan tiiagramB ( in principle, at least ). However, as it seen

from eq.'e (5) and (7), the result of integration will be more

cumbrous according to the increase of the loop number.

B. Method of "projectors".

This method allows one to obtain the expansion of the massive

diagram to a infinite series with respect to the ratio m /г with

the coefficients which can be calculated by the maeeleee methods.

However, in this case, sinple n-times differentiation in expansion
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coefficients calculation can't be applied because of infrared

singularities. The possibility of solution has been proposed in

the psiptr [17], where contertermo, corresponding to the obtained

coefficiente, have been added to neglect the infrared

singularities. There was also notices that this infinite expansion

is the Fourier transformation of the expansion of the McDonald

•function, which is the exact Fourier form of the function

z 2

v z -m ) '

It would be rather convenient to expand with respect to m /s

chain itself but hypergeoinetric function, created by the r.h.s. of

eq.(4). In the r.p.s. of eq.(4) there are no any infrared

singularities, hence they will not appear during transformation
£-1 2 2

from the old variable t to the new one —r~ - m /z in the

hypergeometric function argument.Notice that t»o elements appear

in this transform {see, for example, [16]). If « = 1 in chain from

eq (4), the former element is equal to the ex- pension

coefficients, which were obtained by the simple differentiation.

The latter one corresponds to the infrared counterterm contribu-

tion. If a / 1 this connection will be more complicated.

So, we get expression for the chain

2 I
n '' x о

where

•«
2
-k)k!

For the t-«dpr.le the analogous equation 3s obtained by oq.{6).

It h.-if! following Гг>гт
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D/г-а -a

«here

a n d

Ae it is clear to see, we get for the chain and tadpole rather

convenient expansion with respect to m /.z , which coefficient can

be obtained by integration rules of the maselees diagrams ( see

eect.2 ). However, the practical using of the method io difficult.

Thus, if in the diagrams there are two or wore massive propagators

the number of maeslees diagrams in expansion coefficients is

strongly increased.If there are also other infinite series with

respect to m /z in the diagram, it's necessary to use various

reGuramations. Moreover, there is no proof of cancelling of

infrared singularities in case of two or more times of

integration.

Thus, we consider two different methods of the missive FDC. For

the loop and tadpole all methods are convenient and produce simple

result. However, in case of more complicated diagrams difficulties

of principal (the guaranty of the infrared singularities canceling

io absent) or technical (the obtained result, will be- awkward) sort

appear. Moreover, the problem of expansion of this те Rhodes to tho

difficult diagrams which are not the chain and tadpoK-

combinations is not eolved yet.

4.DEM Method: rules of maecive FDC.

Hore we present a method which ueots part of the rnJet; of i.ht;

method of uniqueness (see sect.2).It allows one to obtain runuibe

for tho massive diagram?, without calculation of the complicated

D-арвса Feynman .Integrals. It differ by thju t>ri.j>erLy from I'eynm.in

parameters method.
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Let us introduce the additional rules which are used with the

massive FDC.

Rule4. Contribution of a simple loop with the equivalent

mass propagators (it is a rarely occurring case ) is an ordinary

product

Pule5. Massive "tailless" tadpoles are integrated due to the

graphical identity

or analytically ( see [3])

, 2 1 2

(-m )

(8)

Г £x
J r 2 - 2 - 2л ] [x - m J (-ш

г
) '

 г

Notice that this "tailleeti" tadpoles are equal to tadpoles in the

momentum space.

Rule 6. For a massive vortex there following recurrent

relation is valid ( here the line with inaex ô  contain also the

mass m )

5. DEM Method: examples of FDC.

The key idea of this method ( see, aleo, sect.4 ) ie as

follows:by application of the rules (2),(8) and (9) the results of

the different massive FDC are obtained without calculation the

complicate карасе integrals. Notice that «11 information about
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Л-ерасе Feynman Integrals structure is already contained in the

rules (2) and (8) for massless chain and massive "tailless"

tadpole, respectively.

We divide all diagrams onto three typeo

i) the master diagrams which can't be obtained as loops and

chains combination (LCC),

ii) the diagrams obtainable as LCC,

ill) the chains-diagrams consisting of several lines.

Ae the specific examples we consider the dual transformation of

the two-loop (and one-loop for the last type, also) diagrams in

the momentum space.

A. The master diagrams.

Here these diagrams are not calculated. We only expreee them in

terro of more aimple diagrams.

1. The diagram

Applying sequentially eq.(9) to the lower vertex with the vertical

and sidelong distinguished lines, we get

Combining these two «sq.s, we obtain

IAD-4) (1+ 2 m*/s*) = 2 Г/
 Ч

\-.. :>]

Notice that the last diagram in the r.h.e. of eq. (10) ie the
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differential with respect to ra of the initial diagram

the r.h.s. of eq (10) takes in the form

Hence,

2 m
2
(l+

7
dm

where the function f doss not contain master diagrams.

Thus, we get DEM for the initial diagram. Ite r.h.e. does not

contain master diagrams. Finally, we get the result for the

initial diagram in the form

r(t)
 - Г *! ] / с f,(v)

The conetent C
t
 сал be obtained by comparieori with the maseleee

limit t=l.

2. The diagram

Applying eq,(9) to the lower

dietinguished linee, we get

vertex with the vertical

(11)

Thus, the diagram I
2
 can be expressed from the more simple

diagrams without using DEM.However, as it ie clear to see from

eq.(ll), for obtaining the finite part of the diagram I
a
, it'e

necessary to get the simple diagrams with accuracy of <?(« ). It's

not quite convenient. Moreover, the simple diagrams contain the

ultraviolet singularities.

Applying eq.(9) to the lower vertex of the diacra» I, with the

sidelong distinguished line, we get
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2
 V
 U

2
- 4m*> *— 1

г

dm
 z

Resolving this equation and introducing new variable p = - j ^ — —
z - 4in

we have

The constant С
г
 can also be obtained by comparison with the

maeeless limit p - I.

The eecond way of the diagram I calculation is more

convenient, because for obtaining the finite part of this diagram

we have to know the one simple diagram with accuracy of 0(1).The

necessary complication of the diagram T
2
 finite part is obtained

by the integration.Moreover, the diagram of the function f
z
 is

ultraviolet-finite.

B. The diagrams which contain LCC

Here theae diagrams are only expressed by chains-diagrams.

Notice that the line with index ft contains mass M.

Applying eq.(9) to the lower vertex with the vertical ( here-

after fo.T the conformity with eq.(9) we define the chain as the

vertex with one sidelong line the index of which is equal to aero)

and sidelong massless ( in this case it's necessary to exchange

vertical line and a line with index a) distinguished lines, we get

IJa.ft) (D-2-a) = a

(D-2-c-ft) = a
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• -Тч?

Applying the combination of theee ec.s, we obtain

[s- КГ)

For ft =0 we have

J
3
(",l) {3- V: '

+
(12)

2. The diagram

Applying eq.(9) to the. lower vertex with the vertical

distinguished line, we get

(13)

As it ie clear to see from eq.(12) and (13), the diagrams which

are the LCC can be expressed by means of eq.(9) through the

chains- diagrams.

C. The chains and tadpoles.

Hero at first we investigate the simple chains and tadpoles and

after thin consider the chain containing two naeeive and one

linen.

1. A simple chain with one massive line.
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Applying eq.(9) with the maseleee distinguished line, we get

I (l-(a+2)«) = (1+ae) Г « \

=
 f =

-

By analogy with Bubeect.A we have

• - (г - m )*

dm

]
 =

(14]

;*
v d-v)

(H

and С
5
~ о in accordance with eq.(2).

Notice that sometimes it i3 more convenient form of the diagram 7
S

_ г dv

v (1-v)
a B(a+l,0> (15)

which is can be easily obtained from e<j.(l4). It is clear to see

that the eq.(15) allows us to reduce the chain with L point of

integration to the chain with (L-l) one. One propagator of the new

chain contains the integration parameter in its шаге.

2. A eimple tadpole with one maeeive line.

Applying eq.(S) with tho right m&eeloce flintl/i«uif;hr;d lino, we get.

г г . г
S - ГО ) "v.

identity
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ct

се v. \

ct

By analogy with eubeect.1 we have

3. A eieiple chain with two maeeive l ines.

= I

Applying eq.(S) we get

•- (/- 4ra
2
)

= V (1/2) (/- 4ю
2
) Ц-
dm

By analogy with subsect.l we have

= P J
dv

2) 5(2,0) J dy

(16)

4. A simple tadpole with two massive lines.

Ci.

By analogy with eubeect.2 не have
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IАР) =

P 1.„ / J

Г .^2.., X
 r

[P- /d-P)J Xо

where

_ft ne t

f = < г \ Л > '+ ce " s "^, •+ v « • + се

5. The chain

which appears in the r.h.e. of the DEM for many complicated

diagrams.

Differentiate eq.(16) with respect to the mass and applying the

result to the left point of chain, then using eq.(15) to the

result of integration, we get

(17)

о *

After the integration in the r.h.6. of eq.(17), we have

J ^ ; ; ; , )
Resume. Th<i ufjage of i,hc r u l e of '.ho intuar ' j i- ion by P"rt,i:

ue t o o b t a i n th« DEM for ••.ho mtmuivi; (J i;igramrj with
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г.h.s.containing more simple diagrams. By using of this procedure

several times one can get the chains with the several number of

lins-G. This chains are integrated either by means of eq.(15) and

(16) decrfiising step by step the number of integration points or

by method of Feynman parameters ( see subsect.3A ) in the more

complicated case.

The basic deviation from the roasslese case is the necessity to

integrate the fina3 result with respect to the mass the needed

number of times. Thus, this method ( at least in principle ) ie ae

powerful in the raassive FDC as the method of uniqueness in the

llldGl'leSS СйБ'З.

The essential property of the massive case is the continuous

application of the rule of integration by parts ( i.e.eq.(9) ) to

both complicated ( i.e. master ) and more simple diagrams. In the

massless case the corresponding rule (4) is used only with master

diagrams.

The essential difference from the ordinary method of the

massive FDC ( see eubsect.3A ) is the appearance of the

complicated functions ( i.e. polylogarithme and associated

functions ( see [18])) in the final result only. Hence, these

functions do not in the way in the process of the FDC.

We have obtained results for the master diagrams, which

equivalent to I
t
 or I

x
, but with some distribution of the паев в

over the lines (see [19]). For the diagrams occurring in QCD these

results are equal to those ones obtained in [20]. Here не five the

results of the calculation of three master diagrams. The criterion

of this choice is the compactness of the result. This diagrams are

finite.The result with accuracy of 0(1) has the fore

z C\ \= (1/2) [

\= 6|(3) -

- F
a
(y) •+ Jniy)
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In
3
 (у)

where

The functions J\(y) have been determined in the paper [20].

They can be written in the form

I"
'- (l-y)

 Jl-y)
 J

 o

and connected with the polylogarithms ( eee [19] )

6.Conclusion..

We preeertted a new method of maseive FDC - the DEM Method. The

new method ie based on the rule of integration by parts in the

massive case. We demonstrated the method capacities for the

calculation of the various complicated diagrams. Although in the

comparison with the maeelese caee theee formulas: are more

cumbrous, nevertheless the calculation of the complicated massive

diagrams arc; realized algorithmically without the P-space

integrals calculation and ueina of infinite eeriee of any kind.

This property show up advantage of this method and possibility of

its application.

Since the РЕМ Method is the expansion of part of tho rules of

the method of uniqueness to the massive c-ine, and this one w.-ic;

introduced in the coordinate space ( see [5] ), ие also uso the-

coordinate space for the dual diagrams. However, part, of thu rulur.

of the method of uniqueness including the rule of jt. tcv;r;H. ion by

parte for the maseleae diagrams where transformed in t.)i« article

[21] to the momentum space. We also did thlo work in the m-iflnivo

cane ( ooo [22] ) .

The .-mthor is grateful to D.I.K.na-ikov iin<1 A.M. V.-ii-.fii] .1«.!V for

interest in the work and useful diGcuor.iorm•

In duo course of preparing thin рлрог, I bava r<:<->-ived proprint.

[23], whore l.hft method of macaive FDC, wlilcl) ir. sloilu to l.h«-
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method of "projectors", has been developed effectively by

Mellin-Barnes integral transformation.
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